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Compliance, an additional in Manufacturing Production Management, and extensive 
experience in Mining, and Oil & Gas. Throughout the years I've been recognized as 
an accomplished manager with distinguished experience leading operations, project 
development, and supervising production safety and compliance.  

EXPERIENCE

Senior Writer ll
ABC Corporation - 2002 – 2006

 Planning, designing, creating and executing in-depth benchmark and 
stress testing for the latest computer and technology hardware.

 The exploitation of computer hardware and software to discover, 
assess, and determine capabilities to compare with similar markets.

 Writing comprehensive reviews of recently developed and released 
computer and technology hardware and software describing key 
features,   and assessments.

 Interviewing and consulting market leaders and subject-matter 
experts from Gigabyte, etc.

 Delivering timely and accurate articles regarding breaking technology
news and events.

 Web development for publication of reviews using various such as 
Joomla and Wordpress, HTML.

 Managed the creation of an expansive, online health care library 
encompassing more than.

Senior Writer ll 
ABC Corporation - 1997 – 2002

 2014 - 2016) Responsible for clear, concise writing, editing and re-
writes of technical publications, service manuals, documents and 
engineering revision upgrades in a deadline-driven team 
environment.

 Duties include Arbor text system, research, and verifying data, 
performing QA/QC with integrators on engineering revisions and 
documentation.

 Creating cleanings, visual inspections DM (Data Module) from 
engineering drawings, parts list and engineer comments.

 Maintaining spread sheet (excel) to track progress of DM Train new 
writers in xml tagging and creating DM.

 Promoted from Technical Writer, July 18, 2014.
 Worked in a variety of Manual e.g.
 AMM, CIR, Testing, Install/Remove, and.
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EDUCATION

 BS

SKILLS

Wordpress Excellent Communication Skills SEO Blogging Copywriting Creative Writing
Team Player.
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